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NEWS BITES
Reminder: 2012 Member Dues
Just a reminder that many members have not paid their 2012 member dues yet. If you do not pay your
dues, you are not eligible to participate in any BAUE events, including Lobos Days and boat charters. To
pay your tax-deductible dues, please visit http://www.baue.org/finance/payments.php and pay via
the PayPal link.

Hoyo Negro Project - Dec 2011
by Beto Nava
During the month of December, Susan and Beto travelled to Mexico/Tulum for the another Hoyo Negro
Project. Roberto Chavez, Alex Alvarez, Jacob Mellor and Daniel Riordan joined their efforts together
with Corey and Ann Jaskolski from NatGeo in order to test some pretty interesting reality capture
devices that were designed and built for the
project. The first device was an automated
photo scanner capable of capturing multigigabyte spherical images of the different
areas of the cave. As with any new
technology deployments the project was full
of excitement, and plenty of learning
opportunities. At the end, the team was able
to capture 5 giga-pans around Hoyo Negro’s
shallow areas. The second device was a laser
based 3D scanner capable of capturing fine
details of bones samples. The laser scan will
be able to produce 3D models of the remains, allowing researchers to study the materials without
having to extract them from the cave. Processing of all this information is on its way and it will be
released to the community in the coming months.

Congratulations to Matt and Leah Vieta
by Allison Lee
Congratulations to Matt and Leah, who were
married in Monterey on October 2. Family and
friends celebrated with them under the magnolia
trees at the Memory Garden in Monterey State
Historic Park.

FEATURES
Risky??
by Nathalie Udo
I just got back into skiing after a few decades of absence and this created an interesting discussion.
Thomas, my boyfriend, has been skiing since he was four and is an excellent backcountry skier. He is
about to go Cat skiing (off-trail, downhill skiing that is accessed by a snowcat) in British Colombia. I took
the opportunity to schedule a trip to go cave diving in Florida. From my perspective, not being that
familiar with the snowy mountain world, his activities sound very risky: you have no control over the snow
conditions, there are crevices and anything (specifically you) can set off an avalanche. From his
perspective, putting yourself in an underwater cave sounds insanely risky.
Knowing the underwater world, I see
fewer risks there than on a mountaintop
with changing weather and snow
conditions. Caves are generally stable
environments. Yes, there are numerous
risks but most are controllable based on
our training and experience. Caves could
collapse and sudden flow changes might
occur; however, this is extremely rare. On
the other hand if you run into trouble you
have more time to survive on a mountain
top than underwater except of course if
you are buried by an avalanche. Both sports need detailed preparations, extensive training, the right
equipment, physical health and experience.
There has been quite a bit of research around perceived versus actual risk. We all have had people
look at us like we are nuts to pursue our diving passion. However, if you look at some statistics it seems to
be way more risky to ride a bicycle or have unsafe sex than to cave dive or back country ski (see table).
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Sport

Estimated # of injuries

Bicycles & Accessories

544,470

Basketball

501,251

Football

451,961

Exercise, Exercise Equipment

349,543

Baseball, Softball

286,708

ATVs, Mopeds, Minibikes etc.

254,054

Soccer

208,214

Swimming, Pools, Equipment

160,542

Snowskiing, Snowboarding

100,359

Water Skiing, Tubing, Surfing

33,701

Source: National Electronic Injury Surveillance System (NEISS) 2009 report
The reality is that it is hard to define what the more risky
sport is. There are not sufficient data about the number of
participants and injuries to create a real statistical
overview. Looking at some of the data available, horse
riding and basket ball (NEISS report) rank up there with
the most dangerous sports.
Why are cave diving and other “extreme” activities
perceived as dangerous? I came across some Australian
research that indicates there are twelve factors why
others view our activities as “extreme”. The main ones are
(copied from the article):
1) Voluntariness -- the choice individuals have to
accept or reject the risk; do participants have the
knowledge, skills and opportunity to make choices for themselves?
In other words, why leave the comfort of suburbia to put yourself in danger?
2) Control -- the level of prevention and mitigation that is in the hand of the individual. What information
and skills have they been given to enable them to have appropriate control over their risk?
Back country skiing feels more risky to me since I feel like I have less control due to lack of knowledge,
training and experience.
3) Familiarity -- people are more familiar with basketball than rock climbing and thus accept the risks
more readily.
Maybe that is where the English proverb 'Better the devil you know than the devil you don't know'
comes from.
In the end, I believe we should do what we love while staying within our experience and training levels.
Someday I might be Cat skiing but only after I have had enough experience in different snow circumstances
and the ability to be in control of my environment within the laws of physics J

"You cannot discover new oceans unless you have the courage to lose sight of the shore." ~Author
Unknown
Sources:
• Risk in outdoor activities: the perception, the appeal, the reality http://www.freepatentsonline.com/article/Australian-Journal-Outdoor-Education/159837236.html
• National Electronic Injury Surveillance System (NEISS) 2009 report http://www.cpsc.gov/neiss/2009highlights.pdf
• The World's Most Dangerous Sports -http://www.forbes.com/2002/08/07/0807sport.html

Improving Nature
by Kevin Dow
Over the Christmas holiday, I had
a chance to do several days of
cave diving in Mexico. On the
final day, we dove at Cenote
Naharon. Naharon is part of the
Naranjal system of caves that was
recently connected to Systema
Ox Bel Ha which has made it part
of the longest underwater cave
system in the world. Naharon is a
picturesque cenote south of
Tulum. Located just off the
highway, it is surrounded by trees
and bushes and contains a large open water area where fish and underwater plants abound. Along
the bottom is a lush carpet of underwater plant life that in some areas is almost a meter thick. Tetras
school along the bottom nibbling on the flora. Along the outer walls of the cenote a thick black loam
gradually builds up before detaching in large balls that fall to the floor of the cenote.
Or at least that is how it was. I am sad to report that the cenote has suffered from something that has
started to become more and more common in Mexico. In the pursuit of the potential tourist dollars, the
cenote has been “cleaned.” The trees and bushes have been cut back and a path placed around the
water’s edge. The mung covering the walls has been cleaned and calcite sand dredged from the
bottom to spread on the walkways.
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Unfortunately this has had the effect of
completely upsetting the ecosystem of
the cenote. The pruning of the trees
and plants has let more sunlight hit the
surface and lead to a growth of
unwanted organisms. A slimy green
algae has built up on the rocks and
floats on the surface. All the tetra fish
that normally schooled in the open
water have completely died out. The
underwater plants have gotten
noticeably sicker with large areas dying
back.
Hopefully the Cenote’s ecosystem can recover from the gross insult, but I suspect it will never be the
same as it was. For those people with an interest in someday traveling to Mexico, I would recommend
doing it sooner rather than later. In the past four years of diving in Mexico, I have seen more and more
changes to the caves. Of late, the rate of change seems to be accelerating and trending toward the
negative. There may be a time when these treasures of nature are only a memory.

MEMBERS ON VACATION
Fiji
By Allison Lee
Rob and I spent the first week of December in Fiji, on a trip
organized by Anywater Sports. We stayed at the Koro Sun
Resort, on the island of Vanua Levu, near Savusavu. The
diving was nice overall, with a few of the sites being
spectacular. Our favorite dives were at the Namena Marine
Reserve, which is a no-take reserve established in 1997. This
site is located approximately 25 miles from the resort so it
was a longer boat ride; hence we only visited it on one day.
Across the two dive sites that we visited, we saw more fish
than we probably saw the entire rest of the week, from
schools of thousands of little colorful anthias to schools of
barracuda, a variety of reef sharks, and my favorite – the
unicornfish. And of course there were all different colors of
soft corals as well. We also visited Somosomo strait, which is

much more famous, and also quite spectacular. At the local dive sites, we saw a little bit of everything,
including several kinds of nudibranchs, soft corals in several colors (though not quite as much variety as
Somosomo or Namena), several turtles, reef sharks, and a single hammerhead.

Events
Point Lobos Day and BAUE Party
by Robert Lee
On Saturday October 15th, BAUE hosted an invitational event at Point Lobos for all members. 25
members and guests showed up for a day of fun diving, albeit in less than stellar visibility. Among the
attendees, we had several newer members of the group and recent Fundamentals graduates.
Individual dive teams split up for dives ranging throughout the park including middle reef, Granite Point
Wall (my team’s choice for the day) and some deeper dives out towards Beto's Reef and Twin Peaks.
After the diving, Anne and Gary Banta was gracious enough to host a post-dive get-together at their
new home in Carmel Valley. After a tour and some stories of the neighborhood bobcat, we were
treated to a wonderful meal catered by a local Mediterranean restaurant in Monterey called Koko's.
Thanks to all who showed up and to Anne and Gary for making the day so successful.

MEMBER NEWS
Member Statistics
63 paid, 10 honorary

New Certifications/Classes
Rec 3

New in the quarter:

Andrew Bell

Eric Miles, Vassili Bykov, Michael Menduno

Leah Vieta
Fundamentals
Michael Menduno
Eric Miles
Vassili Bykov
Thomas Watt
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BAUE BOARD
Mark Lloyd

Sue Bird

President

Director

mlloyd@baue.org

dolphin@baue.org

Dionna House

Robert Lee

Secretary

Director

dhouse@baue.org

rhlee@baue.org

Suzanne Baird

Clinton Bauder

Treasurer and Chief Finance Officer

Chief Science Officer

Suzanne.Baird@baue.org

rule6@baue.org

David Chamberlin

Alberto Nava

Chief Technical Officer

Chief Planning Officer

Director

cavediver@baue.org

mixdiver@baue.org
Gary Banta
Director
gary@baue.org

Newsletter Contact
Please submit your articles and questions to Mark Lloyd at mlloyd@baue.org
Or Allison Lee at allison.waingold@gmail.com

